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Body:

Jeremy, it appears that when I tried to send updates on to you, I succeeded only in creating new tasks. I don't 

know what I did wrong, but I figured I should probably stop it before somebody gets hurt. So, here is an 

update on the projects assigned to me in J-track.Ayers: To my knowledge, he has not written since shortly 

after I interviewed him in May 1995. I believe that we can close our chapter on him. No further action 

necessary.Lansdale: His papers are available at the Hoover Institute; they are not classified, so it would appear 

that there is no need for us to do anything more with them. No further action necessary.Request Records 

from Navy on defectors: We included requests on fasle defector programs, "Code 30" and otherwise, in our 

letter following up the compliance meeting on January 3. After allowing a little more time for a response, we 

will call them again to further follow up on this.Request Army Intel Records from IRR: They are in the process 

of photocopying those documents for us; we have been informed that they expect to finish some time in the 

first week of February. At that point, we will begin re-reviewing them, as well as setting up declassification 

sessions with all the agencies that have equities.Sheffield Edwards project: I searched the sequestered 

collection database and came up with a half dozen documents that I thought might have been what we were 

looking for, but none were post-assassination interviews. The next step is for me to go through the HSCA 

numbered files for any reports that Dan Hardway may have written on the subject, to see if I can find any 

clues as to the location of such an interview. Once that is done, I will make a formal request to Barry for 

it.DeMohrenschildt Project (DeMohrenschildt/Epstein/Oltmanns): Unfortunately, the furthest I have gotten on 

this project has been to make requests of Dave Montague to find Epstein and Oltmanns. I will follow this 

project up as time permits.
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